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HP offers workstation with
color display
A color-display version of the HewlettPackard Series 200, MC68000-based technical
computer is now available with a system configuration that includes 640K bytes of RAM,
duai 51/4-inch flexible disks, and Basic and
Pascal languages.
Designed as a personal CAD workstation,
the HP Series 200 Model 36C offers color
enhancements for about $3000 more than the
Model 36 workstation with monochromatic
monitor.
Features include four graphics memory
planes, gray scale, and a color map accessible
through HP's enhanced Basic or Pascal graphics-language extensions. In addition, the HP
Model 36C has the MC68000 microprocessor,
integrated mass storage, and supported peripherals.
Several engineering software packages are
available through the HP Plus third-party
program, including 2-D drafting, finite ele-ment, and noise and vibration packages.
A technical artwork generation system,
which allows the user to design PC boards,
schematics, and other 2-D drawings, will also
be available.
The Model 36C offers two ways of producing colors. It allows selection of 16 true colors
from a palette of 4096 colors for lines or filled
images by controlling the intensity of the CRT
guns. Or the HP Model 36C can generate 4913
dithered area shades for color compatibility.
The base price of the Model 36C is $15,140
including the MC68000 processor, built-in
HP-IB port, dual 5 l4-inch flexible disk drives
(each with 264K formatted storage space),
color display with four graphics memory
planes, keyboard, 128K bytes of read/write
memory, and eight slots for memory and I/O
expansion.
A configured system priced at $17,660 adds
512K bytes of read/write memory (for a total
of 640K bytes); Basic 2.0 and Basic Extensions 2.1 for matrix manipulation/advanced
graphics and I/O; and Pascal 2.1 with graphics and I/O extensions.
Reader Service Number 31
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The D-size CalComp 945 and E-size 965 beltbed plotters, priced a( $15,790 and $20,500 respectively, feature four-pen plotting under microprocessor control at speeds of up to 30 ips (42 ips
diagonal). A 32-character display prompts operators in English, which, according to the company, makes these units comparatively easy to use by relatively untrained personnel. CalComp
also stales that these plotters have the fastest pen cycle times in the industry-.002 second for
pen up and .01 second for pen down. Addressable resolution for the plotters is .0005 in., and
repeatabilitl and accuracy are .005 in. and .01 in., respectively.
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Features added to dot matrix printers
Several features have been added to the Epson MX series of printers, including an underline mode, super- and subscript printing, unidirection, and line graphics.
There are 66 possible variations of print
characters, with emphasized, double strike,
double width, and compressed options included. Other features include dot matrix

alphanumerics, printed at 80 or 100 cps, depending on the model; bit image resolution of
120 dots per inch horizontally and 72 dots per
inch vertically; and standard 9x9 matrix
printing mode.
Prices for Epson printers begin at $495.
Reader Service Number 33
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The C(X 2030 color raster display station, equipped with both alphanumeric and programmable function ke) boards and featuring 1024x 1024-pixel resolution, is part 'of the CCX
Graphics D)ispla) System 2001. The IBM-compatible, mainframe-based CAD/CAM workstation network incorporates a dedicated display controller and lets users intermix color raster and
monochrome terminals on a single coaxial cable from a host-based channelunit.

A new terminal from Jupiter Systems, called
Jupiter 7 Plus, has a 19-inch, 1024x789
screen and contains eight IK x IK memory
planes as standard equipment. This means it
can display 256 colors simultaneously out of a
palette of 16.7 million. Also standard are
hardware antialiasing and proportionally
spaced character fonts. Other standard features include high-speed graphics generation,
zoom, pan, and scroll, and a hardware trilevel blue grid. The full) programmable keyboard has dnal joysticks and a built-in sound
synthesizer. A pixel block moving system can
shift an} operator-defined shape at I million
bps. Jupiter 7 Plus sells for $19,000.

CAD/CAM workstation network is IBM compatible
CC;X C(orporation's Graphics D)isplay System 2001 is an IBM-comilpatible network of inlteractive workstationls designed to perform
mainiframile-hased CA)/{CAM tasks.
The system enables users to mix indepenident color raster and monlochrome vector terinitials on a single cable network. CGX's mul-

tiprocessor-based "o0eon-oIl-Ole architecture''
tircorpot-ates a dedicated graphics processor in

each workstation.
The mainf'amiie-based CGX 2010 chaninlel
unit can run any combiniationi of up to 16
color and moiiochromie CAD/CAM workstations on otie coaxial cable up to two miles in
length. 1The ('CiX 2020 vector display station
and the CCiX 2030 color raster display station
are designed to provide the interactive response speeds required by Cadam, Cadam
Prance, Ncad, C'atia, Caeds, and other IBMcompatible CAD/C'AM graphics sol'tware.

Optical recorders

use

Intelligent cursor digitizes lines
fine as 0.004 inch

as

RS-232 interface.
The Model TQ202OF color still video
recorder features fast search. The Model
TQ2022F features full-motion playback at 30
1'rames per second. A hi-res black-and-white
recorder, Model TQ2021F, records 10,000
frames.
The three models are available at $35,000
each..Each comes with orre eight-inch recording disk; additional disks are $750.

Altek Corporation's Apache intelligent digitizer cursor, used with Altek's Datatab digitizer table, enables an operator to digitize a
line by sighting through the cursor's 0.1 -inch
diameter bull's-eye reticle. Digitizing in "correcting" mode, Apache's 100 x 100 diode matrix scanner records the coordinate points
within 0.004 inch of the line's center. Lines as
fine as 0.004 inch are acceptable. If more than
one line appears within the bull's-eye, the one
closest to the center will be digitized.
In addition to operating in corrected stream
mode (i.e., automatically digitizing at a predetermined number of points per second),
Apache also operates in uncorrected stream
mode and uncorrected point mode-all
switchable on the cursor body. Noncontinuous features such as dots, dashes, and intersections can be digitized directly, i.e., uncorrected.
The controller, using the Z-8000 16-bit
microprocessor chip, generates coordinates at
up to 100 points per second via the RS-232C
output. Setup commands may be entered
from a keyboard, an optional 16-button keypad, or the RS-232C interface. Commands set
the recording rate between I and 100 points
per second, and activate and de-activate the
line-correcting algorithm.
The basic system, which includes the intelligent cursor and controller with RS-232 output, sells for $18,000.
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semiconductor lasers

Interactive Videodisk is delivering the Panasonic optical memory disk recorders. Each
recorded eight-inch disk holds 15,000 frames.
The Panasonic devices employ a semiconductor laser, which eliminates the need for
video mastering.
Recording is accomplished with any video
camera, or with any RS170Or RS170A source
that can output an NTSC signal.
Recording an image takes one-half second
and any of the 15,000 recorded frames can be
accessed in one-half second at most. Images
can be played back on any color monitor.
Control of recording and playback is either
82

Ulinder the appropriate graphics sof'tware,
the ('CiX Graphics Display System 2001 can
perform in a s ariety of CAD/CAM applications, includinig mechanical design and drafting, priited cfrcuit board layout, electrical
schemiiatics, and structLiral layout arid design.
The C(iX 2001 ruils fromil IBM series 360/
37(0, 30XX or 43XX computers or from IBM
plug-conipatible host maifif amile computers.
A typical corif igurationi, coilsistiuig of four
Model 2020 vector display stations, four
Model 2030 color raster display stations, arid
a Model 2010 chatinel unit, is priced at
S299,000. Individual compoinenit prices are
$23,000 I'or the channel unit, $27,000 for the
vector display, and $42,000 for the color
raster display. Both OFM and end-user quantity discouinits are available. Delivery is 120
days ARO.

Reader Service Number 36

manual or computer controlled through
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Protocol converter adds
Tektronix graphics capability
A protocol converter allows users of IBM
and Univac computer systems to add Tektronix-compatible Color Retro-Graphics terminal enhancements from Digital Engineering, Inc., to their systems.
When interfaced to IBM and Univac systems, the protocol converter provides complete support of the Datamedia Colorscan 10
and IOH series of terminals upgraded with
Retro-Graphics printed-circuit board assemblies. Full compatibility is maintained via
emulation of the IBM 327X and Univac UTS
40 series of terminals.
The ASCII-compatible protocol converters
are both polled concentrators and terminal
emulators. The 870G, IBM protocol, and
871G, Univac protocol, connect up to eight
Retro-Graphics terminals to a single synchronous computer port. All lines can run
simultaneously at speeds up to 19.2 kilobaud.
A keyboard-controlled "side door" feature
allows users of IBM or Univac systems to
communicate with other host systems from
the same Retro-Graphics enhanced Colorscan
terminal.
By selecting up to eight colors from a total
of 64 for display on a 12-inch 640 x 480 resolution screen, Color Retro-Graphics users can
develop engineering drawings, circuit designs,
sales and financial charts, topological mappings, process-control diagrams, and abstract

physical concepts.
The Color Retro-Graphics enhanced Colorscan terminal is priced at $4500. The protocol
converters range from $4500 to $11000, depending on model.
Reader Service Number 38

Design station assists in
architectural plans
The Touch 'n' Draw II design station, developed for architects, space planners, interior designers, and facilities planners, allows
users without computer experience to generate architectural or construction plans using
standard drawing symbols resident in the system, according to the company. Based on the
MC68000 microprocessor, the Arrigoni Computer Graphics color CADD system runs the
Unix operating system and supports the
Ethernet local area network.
The system simultaneously displays eight
colors chosen from a palette of 256. Resolution is 1280x 1024 pixels.
Along with the Motorola 68000 microprocessor, the Touch 'n' Draw II system has
1.25M bytes of internal memory, a 20M-byte
Winchester disk, and a ¼/4-inch, 17M-byte
tape cartridge for backup. Other features of
the system are the CADD software, touch
control station, terminal with display screen
and keyboard, and joystick.
The Touch 'n' Draw II design station is
available for $65,700. Monochrome versions
start at $57,600.
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The Paragon 100 System is an interactive graphics system for printed circuit board design and
manufacturing applications. The multiprocessor system utilizes the 16-bit architecture of the
LSI-I 1 minicomputer along with a separate proprietary graphics processor. The color monitor is
a 14-inch, 580 x 430, seven-color display, in a freestanding enclosure. The system console is a
12-inch alphanumeric terminal with processors, memory, graphics, storage, and interfaces integrally designed. Using a light pen on the color monitor, the designer uses menus to interactively design multilayer printed circuit boards of up to 14 layers. Comprehensive database modules
are included for design rule checks (i.e., clearance, shorts, and unconnects), along with
automatic comparison against the original database. The Paragon 100, manufactured by
Paragon Technology Corporation, is $39,950.
Reader Service Number 40

Personal graphic plotter is software-driven
The Enter Computer Model-100 Sweet-P
personal plotter adds hard-copy graphics
capability to Apple, IBM, and other personal
or business computers. Interface is via a
parallel port. Menu-driven software permits a
user to draw on either paper or overhead
transparency to create pie charts, bar graphs,
line graphs, and technical illustrations.
Software features enable the plotter to define window limits, scale, alphanumeric character size, and character orientation. Provision is made for color fill, and digitizing
allows the user to scale and draw images
traced from photographs, illustrations, or
printed material. In addition to software-

driven commands, nine functions related to
pen movement and instrument setup are controlled from the plotter's front panel keyboard.
The unit has an addressable plotting area of
71/2 x 118 inches and will accept paper sized
from 81/2 x11 inches up to 81/2 x 120 inches.
Maximum plotting speed is six inches per second and step size is 0.004 inch-or 250 line
segments per inch.
The Model-100 Sweet-P personal plotter,
with computer interface, drawing media,
pens, tutorial disk, and manual, sells for $795.
Reader Service Number 41

Interactive system supports 64 workstations
The Spectragraphics System 1500 MultiStation is a system of distributed interactive
graphics workstations. Available in either
monochrome or color (up to 4096 simultaneous colors from palettes of up to 16 million
colors), the workstation's CRT is a rasterscan 1024 x 1024 display. Objects can be rotated, scaled, and translated. Multiple viewports can be defined, and transformed images
can be clipped to their boundaries at real-time
rates.
The System 1500 controller supports from
one to four workstations and, when configured with Spectragraphics' Communications Controller, the System 1500 can support

up to 64 workstations. It is offered with a
choice of 32-bit parallel interfaces for IBM,
Perkin-Elmer, and DEC host processors.
Available input peripherals are keyboards,
joysticks, data tablets, digitizers, programmable function switches, and programmable
function dials.
A new software package called Prism was
developed for the System 1500. Both host
software support and 1500 hardware functions are included in Prism.
The price for a four-station configuration,
including one controller, is $100,000.

Reader Service Number 42
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Desktop computer supports four workstations
Targeted at business and professional
users, Rair Computer Corporation's desktop
business system, called the Rair Business
Computer, supports up to four user workstations with 19M bytes of Winchester storage,
up to I M byte of user RAM, and 8-and 16-bit
microprocessors.
The two types of microprocessors permit
users to run 8- and 16-bit applications software concurrently while the Winchester drive
provides sufficient on-line storage for large
business.applications. According to Rair, the
multitasking operating system supports 16-bit
implementations of Basic, Cobol, and Pascal
as well as electronic spreadsheet, word processing, database management, and communications packages. It is compatible with both
8- and 16-bit versions of popular CP/M and
MP/M programs.
Each workstation incorporates a video
display (80-character x 25-line resolution), on
which the color of each character can be
selected from a range of eight separate colors:
red, green, blue, cyan, magenta, yellow,
black, and white. The video display also supports independent split-screen scrolling, fore-

ground and background blink, absolute and
relative direct cursor addressing, and 25th
status line; it is fully compatible with ANSIstandard escape sequences, says Rair.
An 83-key, low-profile keyboard is connected to each video display via a six-foot
coiled cable, allowing each workstation to be
configured to fit available space and application. In addition to a 10-key numeric/editing
keypad, LED Caps and Num Lock, the keyboard is equipped with 10 auxiliary function
keys, each of which can be individually programmed to generate any sequence of characters at a single keystroke. Optional workstation printers are also available, eliminating
the need for sharing a central printer.
An entry-level, single-user system, configured with 19M-byte Winchester, IM-byte
floppy drives, and 256K bytes of RAM, is
priced at $8500. Memory upgrades in 256K increments are $1500. User workstations are
$1500. Additional Winchesters are $3500, and
workstation printers are $950. Quantity,
OEM, and dealer discounts are available.
Reader Service Number 43

Well log digitization system
solves data capture problems
The Energy Images Smart-Scan well log
digitization system was designed for energy
and CAD/CAM industries and solves data
capture problems, according to the company.
The system has a specially configured scanner
for data input, a terminal for entry of attribute data such as header information, a color graphics editing workstation, and an optional plotter, electrostatic or pen. These components are configured around the DEC VAX

computer systems.

Smart-Scan's integrated package incorpor-

ates header entry, pre-editing, digitization,

post-editing, and plotting functions necessary
to convert any well log to a digital tape format, such as Schlumberger LIS, A.P.I., etc.
Multiple tasks are consolidated at the workstation, and most of the tasks are done automatically. One workstation operator can simultaneously perform pre-editing and quality
control functions while he monitors data
digitization.
The Smart-Scan system and accompanying
software sells for $164,000.
Reader Service Number 45

Digital display module has selectable character sets
Designed for systems that require graphic
output during remote operation, HewlettPackard's HP-IB display module, the HP
1346A, is a digitally interfaced display that
can accept ASCII commands from a desktop
or mainframe computer via the HP-IB interface.
Because the HP I 346A's interface language
is HP-GL, the software and firmware that
drive the HP 1346A can also drive HP-GL
plotters. When connected to an HP-IB/HPGL plotter, the HP 1346A outputs pictures to
be displayed or stored in its memory. With its
HP-IB compatibility, the HP 1 346A can be integrated into an ATE system as a component.
According to the company, the
1513 x 2048-pixel display is suitable for
analytical instrumentation.
The HP 1346A display module has internal
character generation with five selectable char-

acter sets and four programmable character
sizes and orientations. It also provides four
programmable line types, a plot mode, and
four programmable beam velocities.
The four programmable writing speeds in
the HP 1346A can be combined with three
programmable intensities to provide 12 intensity levels. These intensity levels can be used to
differentiate various parts of complex pictures and aid comprehension of the data displayed. An 8K x 16-bit refresh memory is offered with the module.
The module also includes self-test and continuous diagnostic features, signature analysis, memory segmentation, and two-port I/O

architecture.
The HP 1346A is $4250; delivery is four
weeks ARO.
Reader Service Number 44

The HP 1346A HP-IB digital display module can be integrated into an ATE system as a system
component. The module accepts ASCII commands via the HP-IB interface.
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Drawing speed increased
color graphic interface

on

A higher performance version of the
Graphics Strategies Versagraphic VGM-1024
color graphic interface produces a 16-color,
1024x 768-pixel (noninterlaced) raster scan
display. Drawing speed has been increased to
1.2 million pixels per second.
The single-board display controller provides high-speed vector, circle, and arc transformations; line and area texturing; arbitrary
cursor shapes with two-dimensional transformations; pan and zoom (in integer steps from
one to 16); and blink. A programmable color
table allows the user to select from a palette of
64 colors.
General-purpose graphic support software
is furnished with the module. The software is
layered to allow the user a choice in the level
and method of software access. The nucleus
of the support software is formed by a library
of graphic primitive subroutines. The intermediate layer provides an interactive display
list processing capability. The final layer incorporates a graphic editor and various utility
programs that save (on disk) and recall
displayed images.
The VGM-1024 allows an image to be
mapped into a full 1024x 1024-pixel refresh
memory with viewing provided by a 1024x
768 active display window. The remaining
memory can be utilized as an off-screen menu
area or for status information that can be
rolled in and out of the viewing window. A 1:1
pixel aspect ratio is maintained while filling
the full 4:3 aspect ratio CRT.
List price for the VGM-1024 is $3900, including all currently available support software. Quantity and evaluation unit discounts
are available. Delivery is 90 days ARO.

Reader Service Number 46
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Two video signal digitizers
input to Trapix 500 Series
Two 1024 line by 1024 element video signal
digitizers from Recognition Concepts provide
input to the Trapix 5500 Series real-time image processing system. This system is capable
of supporting up to 4M bytes of image memory addressable as four 1024 x 1024 x 8-bit
images or two 1024 x 1024 x 16-bit images
under software control.

Designated the PAK 8 and PAK 10, the
digitizers feature progressive scan input,
which, according to the company, eliminates
interfield variance caused by movement in the
field of view that can occur in interlaced
systems. Both are able to digitize a 1024 x
1024 x 8-bit or 1024 x 1024 x 10-bit image in
four video frame times. The PAK 8, an 8-bit
digitizer, features programmable gain and
offset. The PAK 10, with 10 bits, features up
to 20 million samples per second and provides
four programmable gain ranges and programmable offset.
The 5500 units support video-rate pipelined
arithmetic and Boolean computation between
image arrays for applications involving digital
image processing.
The PAK 8 sells for $3750; the PAK 10 for
$8180.
Reader Service Number 47

Color graphics generator makes
overlays for NTSC video
New Media Graphics Corporation has announced the GraphOver 9500, a high-resolution color graphics display generator designed
to produce graphics and overlay them on pictures coming from videodisk, videotape, or
TV camera. Offering pan, zoom, blink, splitscreen, hardware fill, look-up table, and up to
eight character fonts, the GraphOver 9500
also provides gen/lock, NTSC to RGB decoding, keying, RGB to NTSC encoding, and
video/audio switching for multiple NTSC input sources.

The GraphOver 9500 is designed to run
either stand-alone or as an intelligent peripheral to any host computer. Both serial and
parallel host interfaces are available. The
GraphOver 9500 accepts inputs from a graphics tablet, joystick, or touch screen. It has a
built-in interface to control multiple videodisk and videotape players.
Potential applications include industrial
and military training, flight simulation, command communication control, 35mm slide
generation, visual databases, exhibitions,
point-of-sale presentations, and broadcast
television.
The GraphOver 9500 is $9850 with quantity
discounts available. Delivery is 30 days ARO.
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Light

pen serves

in low-light conditions

A color light pen, Model 240 HB from Interactive Computer Products, is designed to
serve in applications where the illuminance is
as low as 0.2-foot lamberts or where the CRT
phosphor persistence is considered "medium."
The light pen's applications include interactive graphics (CAD, CAM, etc.), interactive
alphanumerics, medical electronics, and industrial process control. It performs cursor/
special function control, menu selection, and
drawing, replicating, and modifying display
images.
The Model 240 HB features an all-metal
body of stainless steel with a black anodized
aluminum nose and tail. The polycarbonate

nose tip prevents marring contacted surfaces.
It actuates with a force of less than six ounces
and provides tactile feedback to the operator.
A retractile cable allows untethered movement of the pen.-

The pen produces a light pulse output in less
than 0.5 microseconds in response to a 0.2foot lambert input, and operates from a fivevolt source. It provides TTL-compatible light
pulse and actuation outputs.
The pen sells for $630, with quantity discounts available.
Reader Service Number 49

Optical mouse controlled
by own microprocessor

Digitizing tablet adjusts
to four positions

The Computer Products Division of USI International has introduced an optical "smart"
mouse. Called Optomouse, the device consists
of a box that rolls on the X and Y axes on a
flat surface, communicating its movement
through two rocker switches to the computer
by a tail-like cord.
The mouse requires five volts of power
from the host system and is controlled by its
own microprocessor. It can emulate existing
graphics protocols such as Tektronix Plot 10
and Summagraphics bit pad, and the required
host interface is reduced to an RS-232C serial
port.
The operator moves the mouse over a special pad with a grid pattern. The pad detects
the motion of the mouse and translates it to
the CRT screen. The user can move the cursor
across the entire CRT screen without size
limitation or can select individual pixels.
The mouse is available in several configurations to meet specific user needs and CRT
types.
The Optomouse sells for $199 with quantity
and OEM discounts available.

GTCO Corporation's II x Il-inch and
II x 17-inch opaque Digi-Pad 5 digitizers are
now available in a four-way, ergonomically
designed package. The digitizers can be used
in four different positons: level, tilted, thin,
and hidden from sight. The most common positiQn occurs when the working surface is
level, and the electronics are self-contained,
so that the cursor does not slide off. When
working for extended periods of time, the user
can move the tablet to a tilted position for
more comfort. To reduce clutter and permit
lap operation, the control chassis can be separated from the tablet to leave a thin package.
For invisible operation, the Digi-Pad digitizer
can be embedded in the tabletop of a workstation. This is possible because GTCO's proprietary electromagnetic ranging method operates through a one-inch thickness.
Prices for the digitizers start at under
$1000. Delivery is less than 30 days ARO.
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Optomouse, an optical "smart" mouse from
USI International, is moved across a special
grid-patterned pad to translate the design to
the CRT screen.

Three of the four ways GTCO's Digi-Pad
digitizer can be used: level, tilted, and thin.
Not shown is an "invisible" placement in a
workstation tabletop.
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Graphics terminal offers
antialiasing feature
The GR-2414 graphics display terminal
from the Graphic Devices and Systems Division of Seiko Instruments USA is designed,
the company says, to meet the high-level color
graphics design needs of the scientific and
engineering community. It offers a built-in
selectable hardware antialiasing feature that
eliminates the "staircasing" or "jaggies" effect common on raster terminals.
Local interactive processing supports basic
two-dimensional transformations for scale,
rotation and translation, clipping functions
with window and viewport, true zoom and
scroll, positioning, rubber banding, drag, and
hit test. The graphic processor generates
graphic primitives including circles, arcs, rectangles, polygons, grids, fans, hatchings, and
paintings. The local functions operate on data
from the 128K-byte display list segment
memory.

The PEAC 4100 is a new graphics workstation for Decision Graphics' PEAC computer-aided
design/drafting system. Software includes general 2-D design/drafting, architecture, factory
and office layout, schematic planning, digitizing existing drawings, inventory/bill of materials,
PEAC graphic database, symbol libraries, and general plotting. Options include color or
monochrome monitors; tablet digitizers from II x 11 inches to 42 x 60 inches; memory to 800K
bh les; desktop, pedestal or desk configurations; and A and B size local snapshot hard copy or C,
1), and E size plotting. Based on the Tektronix 4100 series terminals, the PEAC 4100 can be
driven from any VAX or RSX computer system. The workstation can be operated up to 19.2K
baud with direct link, or remotely by telephone. Prices for the PEAC 4100 workstation start at
$6400, and software modules list from $3000.
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The GR-2414 has displayable resolution of
1280 x 1024 pixels, with a basic set of 16 selectable colors. Up to 1024 colors can be simultaneously displayed from its 32,768-color palette with a user-loadable video look-up table.
The terminal generates 25,000 vectors per
second on the 60 Hz refreshed, noninterlaced,
nonflicker screen, and can program and define multiple logical screens and assign their
display priority, allowing users to create over
the existing display separate overlaid pages in
any order. Additional image memory of up to
10 bit planes, additional display list memory
up to 1024K bytes, and a data tablet are optional.
The 2414 is available in two models: either
in a console, integrated configuration for the
laboratory environment, or in a workstation
mode for tabletop use in business and certain
CAD/ CAM environments.
The terminal sells for $18,950.
Reader Service Number 53

Engineering workstation has two raster screens

An eight-pen desktop plotter from California
Computer Products will produce high-resolution charts, graphs, and drawings on paper or
overhead transparency film. The Model 84
plotter will plot on either 81/2 x 11-inch or
287 x 200-mm paper in up to ten colors of liquid ink, nylon-tip, or ceramicron-tip pens. A
special Business Graphics ROM that allows
the user to plot bar, circular, or line graphs
from simple commands is also available. The
plotter is priced at $1995.
Reader Service Number 54
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A dual-screen engineering workstation
from Intergraph Corporation includes three
internal processors and more than 750K bytes
of memory.
Two 19-inch monochromatic raster screens
display drawings with 1280 x 1024-pixel addressability and resolution. Pushbutton controls adjust screen and worksurface position,
as well as precision display controls. The
workstation can communicate with a single
Intergraph data processing system or can
operate as a node in a distributed graphics network.
The workstation performs display operations, such as dynamic pan, continuous zoom,
and real-time rotation of three-dimensional
elements, without relying on the host DP
system. Other display functions, including
grid generation, cursor tracking, menu command decoding, dynamic drag, and selective
erase, are off-loaded. To centralize graphics
information and storage, data files are maintained and updated by the host computer.
The work surface, counterbalanced and
hinged along a common axis to the display

housing, incorporates an electronically active
digitizing surface large enough to accommodate a standard D-size (22- by 34-inch)
drawing. Standard and user-defined menus
can be installed directly on the work surface or
on the floating menu, an input tablet that can
be placed anywhere on the digitizing surface.
A 12-button cursor is used to select and initiate operations from the menus and to directly
address items on the screen. A movable keyboard is also included with the workstation.
Two communications interfaces are included in the new workstation. Using SDLC
protocol, the workstation can communicate
with a host DP system over a dedicated, polled
access line. A second contention-access line
enables the workstation to function as a node
with Internet, the Intergraph local area communications network. Both lines can extend
up to 6000 feet and support a data rate of two
million bps.
The workstation alone sells for $44,000.
Reader Service Number 55
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Controller adds graphics

to minis and micros

Applied Data Systems' VectorScan 512
graphics controller is an independent peripheral that displays 512 x 480 resolution on any
monochrome monitor. More than 250K pixels
are directly addressable, each with four levels
of gray.
Any system with an RS-232 interface can
plug into the VectorScan. Graphics commands are executed internally by machine
language programs contained in ROM,
through a microprocessor as instructed by a
computer in ASCII over the RS-232 link. One
function is "fill polygon," which can shade
any shape with one of the available gray levels
by locating a single point within the shape. All
of the commands needed for high-quality
graphics are provided, says ADS.
Text can be placed anywhere on the screen
with the built-in ASCII character set. Character size can be adjusted in height and width. A
downloadable, user-defined character capability is also provided.
Hard copy is provided on existing dot matrix printers through the VectorScan's printer
port (Centronics parallel interface). Most
popular printers can be plugged in. As an added feature, the machine can be used as a
printer spooler through a single command
that uses the.64K video memory.
The VectorScan is offered at a special price
of $795 for a limited time.
Reader Service Ntimber 56

Interactive graphics tablet
expands termrinal capability
A new interactive graphics tablet, the Hewlett-Packard 17623A, allows the user to create original computer graphics or digitized
sketches, strip charts, or maps on the HP
2627A color graphics terminal.
With the HP 17623A graphics tablet, a stylus is used instead of the terminal's arrow keys
for such business and scientific applications as
parts drawings, surveying, sales analysis, and
overhead-slide presentations.
Because digitizing pens often slip from the
pressure of depressing the pen switch, the HP
17623A has an enter point key in addition to a
switch within its pen. The enter point key
eliminates the need to apply pen pressure. An
invert axes button on the tablet rotates the
tablet's coordinate system for use by lefthanded persons.
In applications where the terminal is used
to display text, the tablet can be used to select specialized symbols, characters, program
controls, and electronic-mail functions from
menus in the tablet or from the HP 2627A
display.
The graphics tablet has as many as 2048 by
1560 points of resolution within a 295mm by
217mm active digitizing area. Its repeatability
is within one resolution unit.
Priced at $1920, the HP 17623A graphics
tablet is available 30 days ARO.
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Interface allows high-speed
data transmission
The PS 300/IBM 3278 interface from
Evanis & Sutherland Computer Corporation,
designed to interface most IBM 3274 A-, D-,

and C-series control units to the PS 300 3-D
computer graphics system, permits high-speed

transmission of data.

Although the data transfer

rate

depends

on

processor speed, control software overhead,
and 3274 speed and functionality, ASCII

The interface allows the PS 300 to provide
3-D graphics while attached in the same manner as the 3278 terminal. It also permits the PS
300 to function as a 3278 terminal, supporting
both the keyboard functions and the 24 x 80
screen format of the IBM 3278.
The interface sells for $7500.

The Amplot 11, a six-color plotter from Amdek Corp., is compatible with most personal
computers and features high pen speed, automatic pen retrieval, and 0.002-itich resolution. The microprocessor-intelligent Amplot
UI receives ASCII commands, and built-in
software permits additional on,e-alpha-character commands. Eight-bit parallel and RS232C operation is standard. The effective
plotting range is 10 x 14 inches, and six fibertip pens are furnished for plotting on ordinary
paper or film. Chdrt hold-downs and a dust
cover are also provided. Price of the Amplot
1 is $1290.
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graphics commands and binary

vector

data

be transferred as 3278 terminal data at
network or local channel speeds. Effective
throughput of binary vector data can approach 56 kilobits per second.
can

Gate

array

development system unifies design

The Daisy Systems Gatemaster is a gate array dex elopment system usinig a portable,
stand-alone design system drawxn from a

Sin.l-e desigin database.

1 he sv'stemii allo\vs the desiginer to develop a
dcesigil iteractixcly, switching from the functionallIevel to schiemiiatic, simiulationi, or layoUt lcvels withouir recreating the eitire desigii.

SUi rouLdnlig the database managemenlt svsterm arc a nUmiber ol design tools that make
posvihble scheiiattic entry, logic and timiiig

silnulation, 'conneectivity extraction, design
rule clheckinig, layout editing, interactive and
atitomiatic placmelit, and routing. These programs translate the design and design chaniges
f'roit one hierarchical level to another.

process

The hardware of the Giatemaster is built
around an expandaible Multibus architecture.
Tlice are inultiple processors on these
Multibus boards, including 10-NIHIz xcrsions
of Intel's 8086 microprocessor anid 8087 coprocessor. These aresupported by 1 .5M bytes
of maini memieory, a 40M-byte Winchiester
disk, 800 x 1024-pixel graphics capability, and
a 19-iichi high-resolutioni color moniitor. This
hardware can be augmenited through lEthernet
and RS-232C Inaks to form local arid reonote
itet works.
The system is priced

at

$100,000.
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The (Gatemaster, a,gate arras deselopmeVt system from Daisy Systems, eriables designers lo
switch from the fun ional level to schemaTc, simulation, or layout levels without recrt'ating the
design. The system also converts existing TTI. logic designs into gate arrays.
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Color terminal features fast vector graphics

The NJC-M1212 graphics display terminal is
suitable for business graphics, graphics information retrieval, and some CAD, CAM, and
CAE applications. The Nippon Computer
Co. package, containing monitor, graphics
processor, communications package, and
keyboard, takes up less than 21/2 square feet of
desk space. Its features include a 12-inch,
green CRT with 640x486-dot resolution,
three communications ports, and a Tektronix
4010/4014 emulator. The terminal sells for
$2600.
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Interface cards available
for 0-bus and Multibus
Datacopy interface cards integrate Datacopy Model 521 digitizer/viewer systems with
DEC Q-bus (LSI-I I) and Multibus computers.
The Q-bus and Multibus interfaces organize the Model 521's image memory as 108
columns by 220 rows of 16 bits to represent
the display bit-map. Four interface registers
appear as contiguous memory locations and
include one for image data, one as a command
register, and two to address image memory.
The Multibus interface also features a prefetch/delay-store mode to increase data
transfer speed. Both interface cards can be
embedded in the host computer. Each represents one bus load to the host.
Datacopy's Model 521 presents digitized information on a bit-mapped 8V2 - x 11-inch
(15-inch diagonal) screen with 1728x2200
picture elements. The high-resolution display
can show 38,400 characters at one time. It has
a horizontal scan rate of 68 KHz, refresh rate
of 60 Hz, and 2 x 1100 interlaced scan lines.
The display provides 1:1: I resolution with the
company's Model 322 camera and a 200
point-per-inch printer/plotter.
Applications include storage and display
for electronic publishing, micrographics, document storage and retrieval, video conferencing, and facsimile.
Datacopy Q-bus and Multibus interfaces,
including interconnecting cable and documentation, are $1995. Delivery is 30 days ARO;
OEM discounts are available.
Reader Service Number 64
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Featuring vector graphics and polygonal
area fills, the HP 2627A color terminal is
capable of creating complex shapes, symbols,
and type styles, according to the manufacturer, Hewlett Packard.
The terminal's 12-inch screen has a nonglare, high-contrast display with a resolution
of 512 x 390 pixels. This high resolution, combined with raster technology (continuously
refreshing the screen), keeps images and colors sharp and bright, the company says.
The eight basic colors produced by the HP
2627A (red, green, blue, yellow, cyan, magenta, black, and white) can be mixed programmatically (dithered) to create additional colors, which may be used for area filling. A
single control sequence can fill simple or complex polygonal areas with color or shading
patterns. With polygonal area fill, a complex
object can be drawn with increased speed. The
terminal's rubberband line permits rapid vector preview before storing the vectors in
graphics memory.
Graphics memory in the HP 2627A is independent from two full pages of alphanumeric
memory; both may be viewed separately or
overlaid for simultaneous viewing.
The terminal's full alphanumeric capabilities are enhanced by the 64 color combinations (eight possible colors for the character
paired with eight for the background). When

Color graphics

camera

characters are entered in graphics memory,

they can be varied in shape, size, orientation
(90-degree multiples), and slant. The user can

also automatically justify or center graphics
text.

Hewlett-Packard's HP 1000, HP 3000, and
the new HP 9000 computers support the HP
2627A. All data communications interface
through RS-232C or HP Direct Connect Type
422 asynchronously point-to-point. An RS232C data-communications port for a printer
or other peripheral is a standard feature, and
an optional video interface (BNC) is available.
This terminal supports graphics software
including HP's Decision Support Graphics/
3000, HP Draw on HP 3000 computer systems, and Graphics 9000/11 for the HP 9000
family of 32-bit computers. It also supports
several HP Plus third-party software packages: SAS's SAS/Graph, lssco's Disspla
and Tell-A-Graf, and Precision Visuals'
D -3000.
US list price of the HP 2627A is $5975,
which includes freight within the United
States. The optional video interface to compatible monitors and camera hard-copy devices is $250. Current.delivery estimate is six
to eight weeks ARO.
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has prefocused optics

The Modgraph color graphics camera
features multiple interlace that eliminates
raster lines on film formats from 35mm
through 8 x 10 inches.
Lettering and color images are formed on
the film plane by red, green, and blue signals
through RGB color filters.The modules contain prefocused optics to ensure that the images fill the frame.
Five film modules are available. The
largest, an 8 x 10-inch module, accepts print
and transparency film and will also accept
conventional 8 x 10-inch cut film holders. The
4 x 5-inch module is used to provide eightexposure color or black-and-white instant pictures, with an adapter available for conventional 4 x 5-inch cut film.

The 35mm module is a motor-driven film
back with self-loading and automatic advance
features. It will accept all conventional 35mm
film cartridges, including the Polaroid Autoprocess 35 rapid-access films.
Special modules are available for selfprocessing Polaroid SX-70 film packs and for
Kodak PR-10 film packs.
A Tektronix 634 monitor allows viewing
through an access door while a film module is
in place. The P-45 phosphor screen has a
resolution of 1100 lines in the center area.
The Modgraph color graphics camera console is priced at $7900. Film modules are individually priced.
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Price cuts made to options on graphics terminal
Genisco Computers Corporation has announced both a new volume discount schedule
and price cuts on options to the G-1000 graphics terminal.
The alphanumeric overlay option, formerly
priced at $1085, will now be included as a
standard feature on the terminal. The overlay
enables the operator to insert alphanumeric
data into windows in the graphics image on
the screen or to switch between full screens of
alphanumerics, without affecting the graphic
data.
Genisco has also lowered the price on available expansion memory boards by as much as

40 percent. The highest capacity 512K-byte
board now costs $3000.
The TEK 4631 hardcopy interface has been
discounted by 20 percent, and the G-1000 is
now supporting the TEK 4611 electrostatic

plotter.

The G-1000 is a Z-8001-based, self-contained graphics terminal, and is priced at
$9950 per single unit. Genisco has increased
volume discounts to 35 percent on these terminals for 150 units. Delivery is 60 days ARO.
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CAD software option created for IBM PCs
Commands are input through the cursor
keypad and described by the help command.
Drawings are traced or made from components such as lines (five styles), circles, arcs,
and boxes. Predefined symbols can be downloaded from disk and accessed by menu pick
applications.
Vector Sketch enables the operator to input or cursor keypad. Drawings and symbols can
drawings by entering data via a digitizer. Vec- be annotated with text of any size and inserted
tors are displayed on the graphics monitor and at any point.
can be stored onto disk, plotted in sizes up to
A zoom facility enables users to draw de24 x 36 inches, or printed on a dot matrix tails
as small as 0.001 inch. Objects can be
printer.
mode) or to
The minimum configuration is a supplied aligned to grid boundaries (gridRubberbandnearest vector (exact mode).
digitizer, IBM PC with dual disk drives, the
graphics monitor and card, 256K bytes of ing, join, and x-y display are also featured.
Vector Sketch starts at $2995, including a
RAM, and an asynchronous adapter. The
software supports HP 7000 series plotters and 0.001-inch resolution digitizer.
Epson dot matrix printers for hard copy of the
files. Digitizers are available up to 42 x 60
Reader Service Number 66
inches in size.

Vector Sketch CAD software from GTCO
Corporation, used with the IBM PC and a
Digi-Pad 5 digitizer, is suitable for business
graphics, space planning, construction, architectural, mechanical, and electrical design

Graphics tools packages
converted to microsystems

Interactive graphics package runs

on

Dataviews, an interactive real-time graphics
software product, allows users to compose
screens of animated displays and to simultaneously track hundreds of variables. The
system generates displays without extensive
programming, compiling, and linking, according to the manufacturer, Intelligent Soft-

Menus, command prompts, and display
feedback aids enable users to compose various
graphics environments for viewing data. Display formatters include standard and thickline graphs; bar, pie, scatter, and strip charts;
valves, dials, gauges, thermometers, and
clocks; oscilloscope emulators; and time offset graphics. Formatters are provided with
axis labeling, titles, tick marks, and legends.
Dataviews is written in machine-independent C code and can be run on Unix or Unixlike systems without alteration.
Dataviews sells for $10,000, with volume
discounts available.

Precision Visuals has converted its deviceindependent DL-3000 (Level A) Grafmaker
and Metafile graphics tools packages to run
on 68000-based micros under Unix.
According to the company, the products
allow OEMs and systems integrators to utilize
or market mainframe-caliber graphics development tools for scientific/engineering, business graphics, and CAD applications on microcomputer systems.
Dl-3000 capabilities include full graphics
input, full color, 2-D or 3-D viewing, realtime image manipulation, 2-D or 3-D text,
multiple levels of text quality (including Hershey), device intelligence, and concurrent
device output.
Since the micro and mainframe versions of
DI-3000 Grafmaker and Metafile are compatible, DI-3000 applications developed on
mainframes can run intact on micros and vice
versa.
Input capabilities of the microcomputer
version of the packages include keyboard,
button, locator, and valuator. The system
supports up to ?2,000 concurrent colors, with
dynamic color table alterations. Users can
draw polygons in 3-D and fill them.
DI-3000 users can generate graphics output
on 50 different graphics output devices, and
output can be generated on up to 12 different
devices concurrently.
Prices for the 68000-based Unix versions of
DI-3000 are based on the number of licenses
requested. A typical license costs $12,000 to
end users on mainframes and minis, with volume discounts available.
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CIM brochure available. Details of the CAD/CAM system guide. This four-color,
computer-integrated manufacturing (CIM) 12-page brochure describes how Computervicapabilities of Computervision Corporation sion's Designer CAD/CAM system can inappear in a 16-page, four-color brochure that crease productivity in design and manufacture
explains how the company's computer-aided of integrated circuits, hybrid circuits, printed
design and manufacturing system can serve as circuit boards, wiring diagrams, and electrothe graphics programming center and central mechanical packaging. The Computervision
link for a variety of processes. For a copy, Difference in Electronics can be obtained by
write to Computervision Corporation, Mar- writing to Computervision Corporation, Marketing Communications Department, 3 Oak keting Communications Department, 3 Oak
Park, Bedford, MA 01730.
Park, Bedford, MA 01730.

tention: Literature Manager, 630 Bercut
Drive, Sacramento, CA 95814; (916) 4477600.

ware Systems.

The software enables users to create a data
display and to try it out on test numbers typed
on the keyboard. Users can compose data displays into screens, view animated displays of
data created by other programs, string screens
together into scripts, and run old scripts on
new data.

Unix systems

CAD/CAM services detailed. The Flexible
Approach to Computer Graphics, an eight- Display conversion kits. Digital Engineering,
page, color brochure, describes the network Inc., offers a six-page brochure that describes
of computer graphics service centers and the the second generation of its GEN. 1 Retroselling, leasing, and back-up capabilities of- Graphics terminal enhancement kits. The
fered for CAD/CAM applications by Mini- printed circuit board kits convert standard
graph, Inc. The brochure is available from the alphanumerics displays into Tektronix-commarketing manager of Minigraph, Inc., IVB patible, bit-map graphics terminals. Digital
Building, Suite 1910, 1700 Market Street, Engineering-A Product Perspective is available free from Digital Engineering, Inc., AtPhiladelphia, PA 19103.
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Software and graphics catalogs. Digital
Equipment Corporation customers can now
refer to the Engineering Systems Group
(ESG) Software Referral Catalog-Ninth
Edition to locate engineering software. This
catalog lists and describes 575 software packages that are compatible with DEC computer
systems. DEC also offers the Engineering
Systems Group Graphics Referral CatalogSecond Edition for information on graphics
hardware devices and software tools that interface with the company's computers. Single
copies of both catalogs are provided free of
charge to customers, and large volume orders
are handled by Digital Press, 12 Crosby Drive,
Bedford, Massachusetts 01730.
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